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Abstract

4

While the demands for.a skilled work force' have increased in recent

years with advances Ph nOitechnology andindustrial transformation',

critics have argued that capitalist,work organizations tend to be rigid

. in the short run and act to routinize and deskill As in the long run:

'At the same time, the aupply of college-ethicated labor in maig advanced

industrial countries has increased beyond the needs of employers. This

paper examines the increasing disparity between the educational

requirements' of jobs an the one hand, and the educational attainments of

workers on the other, particularly the underutilization of college-

educated workers. It draws on the theoretical literature and recent

evidence from the United States. It also explores some .of the

implicftions of this phenomenon for,the transformation.of work and

suggests a research agenda to better understand this phenomenon.
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-The current econami:c crisis- facing man-y-ytv-anced industrial
.countries ha's raised unemplaYment to new levels. The tonsequences

stemming from this problem are well-known: rising politica! discontent,
declining public -revenues ifrom taxes), and increased demand .for social

-

services (unemploymentompensation). There is yet anather aspect of .

the current crisis, that is equally important but less prominent: the

insufficient demand .for conege-educated labdr. The consequences

stemming from' this probleaVore also less "'familiar, but no less
important: growing dissatiStaction,with work, declining productivity
growth, and increasing disruptions in the workpiace.; The current crises
fac ing mos t advanced - inOustrial countries .involve more than -simply an
insufficient sdeniend for labOr generally; they involve an insufficient
demand for higher skilled, more 'educated labor.- And it is the existence I

-

pf thls problem, I will argue, that presents the more compelling

challenge to these countries.
The nature of the changing deinand` for labor--the.quality as well as

the quantity detnanded--would command far less attention if it were not.%
,

for another .condition that faces these industrializek countries: rising
educational attainments of the work force. Educational systems liav,e

expanded during the lakt two decades not only becauise of an increasing
demand foi educational skills in the labor market, but because of

.
political demands for educational opportunities in oraer to enhance

soc.i.al mob lity.- In fac t , they have expanded far beyond the level
. .

necessary to meet the needs of employers. The result is that the
educational ttainmen'ts ..of many, woi,kers now exceed the educationdl
requirements of their jobs, particularly among young, betteeeducated'

workers. This imbalance generates problems in the- workpla'ce. And it

generates problems far the larger society. Bow these countries deal

with this problem will influence the future transforiaition of work.
,

. Thi's discrepapcy between editcation and Vork exists to some degree

or another in most-advanced industrial countries, and even in some
dev,eloping countr4s (trizarry 1980; OECD 1981). The theoretical
argumentb used to eXplain the 'existence of this Problem and its

,
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toesequences could be applied- to many individual countrie.s. I will .
focus on the United States. The United States has one of themost
extensive systems of higher education in the world; it has the most
educated work force; and 'it is here ,that the .problem is probably most

.
acute.

Tire next section of the paper examiltes the changing demand for
educated labor, both within firms ,and within the overall economy. -The
following section examineä thechanging supply ofieducated laborin
recent times. pe third section reviews the problems arising frOm the
difsparity between supplY and demand, In the remaining two sections I-

-.
discuss some possible responses and propose a research agenda to furt,her
study the nature and implications ofthis phenomthion.

The Changing Demand .for Educated Labor

The demand for educated labor changs for 'two reasons: shifts 'in
the industrial structure of the'-economy that alter the distribution of
jobs, and changes' in the educational requirements of individual jobs..
The' occupational structure, arid hence the demand for educated labor,

. varies aCross inClus tries . Mem; ?i''s,turiJg and otHer goads-producing'
;41.industriea emplOy a rarger percentage of semi-skilledi blue collar

workers, while government and, other service industries employ a larger
proportion of profess.ional, technical, and office'workers. A shift in,
the -industrial* structure of the economY from goods producing to service
producing will shift the occupational structure and increase the demand
for educated labor. Such a shift has taken,place in the United States.
Between .1 950 and 1980, employinent in manufacturing industries inèreased
by 33- percent. During the same period employment in service industries
increased by 230 percent, and gbvernment etiployment increased by 168
perbent (U.S. Employment and Training Administration 1981, p.. 211).
These changes have shifted,the occupational structure.
percent of all jobs in U.S. were in professional,

.
'managerial areas--the most skilled occupations and the

By 1980 aver 25

tecHnical, aqd
ones where most
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,

college-educated workers are empioyed*(T.S.Bareau of Labor Statistics

1981, p. A-20). ,

Changes in the edUcational requiremerits,of individual,occupations

also affeet the aggregate demand for educated labot. These changes are

more diffiaalt to Measnre and h'arder to explain._ Most people believe

'that' Ehe skill requirements of jobs in advan'ced economies have steadily,

ihcreased ,over time, especially in recent years. Most of these

increases are attributed to advances in technology. Electronics and

other forms of technology are, affecting a wider array of industries ana

jobs. Word processors, compute-rs, and calculators are transforming

office work as well as'manufacturing, It is commonly believed that the

use of machines and technology requires more and higher order skills on
,

the part of workers.

Not. everyone agrees. In fact, some critics-charge that the

st,ructure of work under capitalism-generallY reduce.s the demand for a.

skilled workforce'. Braverman (1974) takes this. position. He argues

that the division of labor under capitalism evolves in, a unique and,

inevitable way: capitalists control the production process and hence

wo:rkers, who selI their labor power (the capacity to Perfqrm work) in

exchange for a wage. Production tasks' are divided into simple, routine
-

parts so that the least skilled and .lowest paid workers can be

employeda. concept 'first noted by Adam Smith, but.later refined.by

Charles Babbage:

-Babbage's principle is fundamental to the evolution.of the divislan

of labor in capitalist .societ.y: It ".gives expression not' to a

technical aspect of :the division of labor, bdt Ea-its 'social

espect. Insofir as the laSok process may be, dissaciated, it may be

'separated .intoelements some of. which are simpler than others' and
each of which is simpler than the whole." Translated intemarket

terms, this meets. that, the labor paler 'capable of performing the

process may,be purchased more cheaply as dissociated elements than

as -a ,capacity integrated-in a sidgle worker. Applied first to the

handicrafts and- theq to the mechanical Crafts, Babbage's princiNe

eventually becomes the underlying force governinrall forms of whrk

in capitalist society, no matter in what setting or at what-

hierarchical level (Braverman 1974, pp*. 81-82),
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Job t asks become fragmented into their respec tive parts. An51 the
.process can be applied to all types of jobs and all typet of settings,

from office work to manufacturing. Typing pools, word processing
centers, and other specialized. clerical services have now replaced many
secretaties in offices.

Technology aid.s this process. Capitalis.tA empl oy technology
through machinery, .not only to increase the productivity of labor, but
also to increase their control of the produetion process:.-

)4adhinery, o'ffers kto managemept the opportunity to do by wholly
mechanized means that which if had previously attempted to do by
4organizatioiral and disciplinary means. Thefact that many machines
may be paced and controlled adcording to ceneralized decisions', and
that these controls may thus be in the hands 'of management, removed
from the stte of production to' the offite--thesie. technical
poisibilities are of just as great interest to management as the
fact that the machine multiples the prothietivity of labor
(Braverman 1974,

A But- mo're important; the application :of 'technology actually redtIces
requisite job skikrs. This conclusion, as Bravernan reports,'-was
reac.hed by James Ifright of the Harvard Business, School' more than-20

-0
years ago. After studying the evolution of mechanization in k.variety

.

of U.S. manufacturing firms dui-ing the 1950s, Bright cohcl)aded that the
skill requirementeof jobs first -increase and then decrease sharply as
the degree of mechanization increases (Bright 1966). Thuli as jobs
become fragmented into smalldr component parts; they also become

T-he evolution. ,of work under capitalism is not simply a technical .

Process. The concentrition o f c4ital has produced larger and larger
. firms--monlopolists, conglomerates, multi-national.corpOrations--that'

employ very large workforces. Currently in the United States, half Of
all' employees work .in only 2 percent of. firms, and more than 'a quartet
work in only one-third of one percent of firms (UsS. Deptirtment of
Health, Education, and Welfare, 1973, p., 21). These firms,have large,

1

complex work hierarchies. And they require more advanced, forms of
control. Edwards (1979) argues that capitalists employ bureaucratic as

Aar"

e
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well,a-s technical control.. Forms of.evaluation, promotionil policies,
organizational ruies--all are manifestations of bureaucratic control.
that divtate* together with technical control, the social relationeof..
production aryl help c-apitalists. to maintain control of production.

The transformation of-work underIcapitalism sind the corresponding
reduction in requisite .job skills is Suppotted by a Variety of other
evi&ence'. A stu4 of the U.S. steel 'industry (3r the period from 1890

1920,documents its transformation from a predominantly craft industry
.witb individutl workers maintaining a high degree of control, 'to a more.

,,

highly automateil-, diversely structured industry with more control: .

residing with capitalist ,owners and managers (Stone 1973). Clerical
work underwent a similar transformation from a independent craft trade
performed by men to a highly structured,, routinited set of jobs largely
performsd bx women (Davies 1973). The field of data-processing'provides
amore recent case (leraft 1977; Greenbaum 1979);

..Recent estimates for the United.States economy as a whole, based an

detailed descripti.ons of all jobs, show that dh(anges in the skill.

,requirements of individual occupations bave:tended to narrowethe

distribution Of requisite job skillsreducing the proportiOn
skilled as Neu as 1ow-skill4d, jobs in 'the .econoniy. Moreover, while'

oc.cupational shifts haVe tended to upgrade aggregate akill requirements
overall, these chanies.have 6een less .th an experienced in earlier

r-

decades (Rumberger 1981a). r
-Yet, there are, always technical skills required by some of the work

force., Capitalists., in-order, to lower costs and maintain control over
the prbdtictioh process, alWays try to minimize the-number of highly

skilled workers tbey must employ. la,addition', as'capital moves into
new markets- and es new technologies develop,. initially a larger;
percentage 'of workers in those 'areas inay require technical skills before
jobs become more fragrneilted. To effectively integrate workers into the-,-
wage tabOr system, to get them to accept and function in .a hierarchical,

depe'rsonalized work environment, also requires they bave a number of_
. .

other characteristics. These include such personality traits as
a

o.
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-.motivation; perseverance, end docility as well as -modes of
self-presentation, such As manner of speech and drees (Bowles and Gintis
1916, pp. 94-95). Thus there is always some deatand for educated labor
ih any advanded.economy.

'

the Changing Supply "of Educated Labor

Melly -people,conservatives and radicals'alike, believe the
educational system functions to", serve the economic and political needs \
of the larger.. society. Through the educational system young people .

learn the skills, develop the attitudes, and acquire the personalities-.
chey.need to 'function competently as adtilts. But many radicals view-

'formal education in capiEalist countries as a way of maintaining and
reproducing capitalist hegemony. Bowles and Gintis (1976) suppOrt this
view. They argue that the American- educational system helps to, mediaie
the c.untradictions inherent in the capitalist workplace and aids the
reproduction of' econynic inequality. To do this, the educational system

-.corresponds in structure tind content to tte- system of work found in
capitalist economies.,

Structural correspondence is reflected in simflar.patterris-of
hierarchy, audiority-, and bureaucracy:, the hierarchical relations among
administrators, teachers; and studerits are siMilar to the social_
relations between managers and workers; the lack of control students
have over their education and the alienation they 6ften feel as a result
re flec t a simi la; lack of control and alienation hat workers- find ,in

their' adult economic lives; anA the use of extrinsic rewards--grades..
and testimtprea'--in schools parallels the use of extrin.sic.\

vrtfwards--wages"found in the workplace. Schools also -correspond in

content. They teach technical:skills and -develop social characteristics
that will facilitate the successful integration of young people into the
capitalist Wage-labor system.

.Different levels of, schooling correspond to different levels Of ihe
job hieraschy for which they prepare students. Elementary and secondary
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schools emphasize rulei and utilize external supervisio'n, since students

who only complete. thia level of schooling go into ,the lowest, level jobs

where ruies, and external sapervision are common. iostaAolicAr;
institutiona develop i-nternal norms and require less external
sterVision, reflecting the 'characteristics Cf higher level joba that
uraversity graduates frequently acquire. And since the amount and type

oeschooling young people re'deive is influenced bi.their social class
t"

background, the educatibnal system also legitimizes the selection and
allocatio'n of studentJ for unequ'ill econnmic positions on sedmingLy
meritocratic grounds.

Education'. is 1edominantly a State function, and thils is not under
the direct control of the dominant class. But-more traditional Marxists
(e.g., Lenin) argue that capitalists maintain their hegemony through

their control of the State (Carnoy, forthcoming). Their economic power,
-translates into political powerllko they are able to dictate thetr needs
through the Seate apparatus, including their needs for an 'educated.

woikfOrce. In the Unites! States this influence began with the,
development of mass education in_the nineteenth century (Spring 1972).

As the demands, of the capitaIist economy have changed, due to,growth and

the accumulation process, the educational system has changed to meet' the

naw demands for an educated labor force. This "radlcal functionalist" -
view of education and work' appears quite similar to more orthodox view§

of functionalism (BoWles and Gintia 1981). .

-Yet correspondence alone fai,ls to explain adequately the
0.

development and functioning of the sdhools. The structure of work

changes from the inherent. and Constant struggle'between.capitalists and
workers as well as from the growth and addumulation of Capital.
Similarly,' 'the educklional- system changes due to, the'struggle between
capitalist empl Oyers and 'workers that takes place in the political
arena. Yet here workers, .is citizens, Ave More rights and more,power.

The political systems in many capitalists countries are founded-on
principles of, democracyone person,4 on e vote. So workers, who comprise

the majority of citizens, enjOy more influende although not political

'12

r
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'equality. The relationship between' education and* work can best be
. .

characterized as one of correspondence and contradiction, dialeqtical

relationihip:

While the influence of the work structure has exerted constant
pressures to maintain a corresponding educational structure fiox
repro-ducingldbor power for the capitalist mode of productiou,, the
ed u c a t'i on a 1 s ys tem -also has its own semi-autonomous dynamic which
c-auses it, to diverge in certain respects from the overall pattern-
of correspondence and mediation of the internal contradictions of'
capitalist production. At some point this divergence will;trigger
or exacerbate the manifestations .of the contradictions in
production, with deleterious consequences for the fUrther expansion
of production and ihe reproduction ofoexisfingvrefations. At that
point, both the education and,production systems will be
characterized by "reforms" which will attempt to mediate the
contradictions through alterations in the nature of work
relationships and corresponding modifications in edunation (Levin
1980a, pp. 155-156).

The expans)..;_no of postsecondary education in pally advanced

capitalist 'countries during' the- last two decades exemplifies the

dialecticafrelationship between education and work. Part of this

expansion was fueled by the growth of technology and the economy overall

that required # more educated work force. But another part was fueled

by the demands of citizens for.equality of opportunity through

education. In the United States demands by Blacks; women, and the,poor

AfittbAr greater educational opportunity led to ,greater access and public

suppo.rt of .higher education. The prortion of.young peop.le attending

tollege,grew phenomenally. Add the educational attainments of young

worke.rs ing;eased dramatically. By 1979 almost one-quarter of all young
. ,

Americans 'had completed a college degree (U.S. Bureau-of tho Census

p. 61 ) .

\
The Growing Disparity Between Supply- and.Demand

A variety pf evidence suggests that the supf) ly 'of college-educated
t

. labor fer exceeds the demand for college-trained workers.in the United
L,

States. One-third of the adult workers in a refegrit-areport that-,

13
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they hav' e skills which Are not.used'in their-present jobs (Staines and

Quinn 1979). Recent college graduates report they do not use all the
skills they acquire'd in college, especially those who are employed
outside their major field of study (U.S. 'Bureau of Laboi'Statistics
1974; Biaconti and So.lmon -1976). Studies. that haVe .coittrasted the
educational atteinmeat of workers with the requirements of their jobs
rep-ort great disparities. between the two, ren as far back as 19p0,(Berg

1970; Rawlins-and Ulman 1974), More receilt evidence shows the situation
has groin particularly acute in the last tvio decades, when the number of

"f'
young college graduates entering the labor market has surged (Rurberger

19'8 lb, 1981c). An increasing proportion of college graduates now work
outside of professional and managerial occupatns, where college

.
training is rarely necessary (U.S., Bureau of the Cens&s 1980, p. 62).

Not e eryone views this 'situation with alarm. Most neoclassical

economists believe that a gap, if it exists at all, is no more than a

short-i-un phenomenon. Neo1 classica1_ economic theory assumei that

employers are ,completely flexible,in their use of labcir and the "human

capital", (skills developed from education and training) of' their

workers. In order to maximize profits, employers effectively utilize
the skills of thei-r workers',ehrough substitution among workers and

between labor and capit,al. In reality,, of course, there maybe a
short-term disequalibrium between. supply and demand. But in the
long-run demand for.and supply pf educated labor will always reestablish;

an equilibrium (Freeman 1976). 1
. 9

*S.

But others believe that :the situation is long-term and endemic to

capitalist econ-omies. And other theoretical/perspectives suggest that
employers are not completdly flexkble in ,their use of labor and the
skills of their work force. The tasks and skill requirements for jobs

may re.eitablished independently of the supply, of educated labor', so'

that workers Scan be overqualified for the jobs that they hold (Thurow

191 5). Although employers.may raise the screening or entry requirements

of jobsiais a result; those requireilents have little to do with the tasks
or skil1 ls required (Tziubman and Wales 1974): ,And the process of

.

A
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fragmenting'and.deskilling jolm will centinue to.,take place, despite, the

. aiaiiability of highly'skilled labor (Braverman 1974).
Some Marxists vieW th e. overeducated work force simply' as a part of

the reserve army of labor. It constitutes a ready supply of labor- that-
. pan be drawn into the active work force when needed for economic

expansiOn, and it serves as a means of controlling the active work force
b y exerting downward pressu're'on vagea, thereby increasing the power of

.employers. (thrOugh the threat Of dismissal) and capitalists profits
(Bowl4s and Ointis 1976, p. 114). Thus an Overstipply, of skilled, workers
in the labor 'force can h-ave functional impoitance in capitalist

.-economies.' /
Not only is the condition of "overeducation" more longterm, but

the problem it poses to the contemporary economy is serious. It
promotes job dissatisfaction tha-t could lead to absenteeism,work..,,
disruptions, and worker turnover (Rumberger 1981c). -Both government and

. r
business leadere have acknowledgid the protaem of integrating young,
better eduacted workers into xhe job hierarchy. One recent governments

4report in the United States outlined the'severity of this problem (U.S.
A

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 1973).
Th,e most serious economic consequence of this condition may be its

effect on Productivity. Whereas the.United States enjoyed rapid growth
in labor productivity through most of ,this century, this trend began to

.reverse -in the middl. 1960s (Denison 1979).., By the lite 19708 labor
, productivity actually declined. Econonsiats have long maintained that

education has contributed significantly to economic growth, even during
recent ecohomic downturns (Denison 1979); Yet the -continued increase in
the educational attainments of the American work force make the recent
decline in product`ivity even more disturbing. It toay be more then
coincidental that this decline.has, occurred during a period' when the
labor market opportunities of college- gtaduates have.also declined.

Se,

Previous research auggests a connection. '
Indnstrial psychologists have long maintained th-at the key to

understanding an array of workplace attitudes and behaviors, including

1 5
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, job sitisfactio4,- job performance, turnover, and absenteeism, is to

study the interaction between the characteristics of workers",their
needs,'s-kills and abilities, aspirations and expectations, ,

personalitiesand '-th, characteristics of their jobsthe physical

aapects (salery, tasks, Promotional possibilities) as_ well.as their
social aspects (e.g., peers and aupervisoes). Research indicates ihat 0

discrepancies between the:3e two sets of chatacteristiCs can promOte

adverse responses in two ways. First, individuals whose skills are
underutilized in their jobs ard more likely to be dissatisfied, have

poorer mental health, and exhibit poorer work-performance than other

workers (Vroom 1964): Second, workers with unfulfilled expectations,
whether they concern remuneration or other job characteristics, display
similar responses (Vroom 19,64; Sheppard and Herrtok 1972).'Although

little of 'the empiricalo literature tests directly whether increasing

levels of overeducation adversely affects productivity, the literature
is consistent with that view. Further empirIcal verification iS
currently underway (Levin and Rumberger 1981).

Implications and Responses

e

. IThe current disparity between educatlan and,work in advanced

capitalists countries has serious economic consequences. Individuals
4

who must accept jobs incommensurateltith their level of training suffer
from personal disappointment and frustration; firms who must d.eal sef,th

problems of wo'rker dissatiskactioln," performance, absenteeism, and
industrial sabotage lose their competitive position at home 'Ind in the

international market place; and society who supports the' educat,ional.
system suffers from,the waste of human reliources andthe economic/

.

consequences.. The severity of these consequences requiresdresponses.

'What form will they.take?
Responses could be initiated at two. levels.. One would concentrate

dp the uttlization of, educated labor in the workplace; which would

affect the" demand for education in the labOr market.' Reforms could be
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in i tiated wi thin exis ting f trms . Employers could more effeCtively
utilize the abilities and talents of their employees, give worlsers more
responsibility and accountability for their actions and work, and
tiltimately have them contribute,more productively to work. In recent
years a 'winker cif changes along' these lines_kave been initiated that
show promising results. *In Sweden, 'the SaabiTrollhatten body asseinbly
plant experienced a worker Eurnover,rate of 53 pertent in 1974, but bY
1980 it had declined to about 14 percent *as a restat of majOr, changes in
productio% that incorportited workers int'os ass.embly team's having
responsfbility for internal _assignments, scheduling, training,

.(2)

maintenance and purchase of equipment, and regular job rotation. (Logue
1981).

Yet these examples are rare and are unlikely to be undertaken in
most existing capitalist firms. Employers -are most likely to adopt

0

* technical ._cbatrges, such 'as redeSig ing jobs; rather than political
Changes' tkat af tec t. how decisions are rnade. Th& latter threataf the
control capitalistécurrently maintain' over production. Even initiating
"induatrial democracy" in the workplace lay not be enough:

,The conception of a democracy' in the workplace based siMply upcin
the imposition of .a formal.. structure of parpAmentarism,...upon- the
existing organi'za.tion of production i delusory. .Without the
return of requisite _technical- knowledge to the, mass of workers and
the reshaping of_the'orgarlization of labqrwithout, in a word, a

,enew and truly collective mode of prOdUctionballoting'within
factories and offices does not alter the fact that the workers

-remairi.as dependent as before upon "e*perts," and can only choose
among them, or vote for alternatives presented bythem. Thus
genuine workers' Control has as its p'rerequisite the demystifying
of technology and the reorganization of the mode of Prodirction

1(Braverman 1974, p. 445).

A particularly promising direction for changing the'itructure of

-work and the utilization of edacation within the workplace lies in
producer cooperatives, where workers own and control the firms 61ey.work'

in. Were collective incentives replace individual incentjyes. .Mork is
organized the collictive benefit of all the employees. And workers.'

skills areje likely to be undetutilizedi

45,
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t
Cooperstives are ilio able to rotate work rolesiamong siembers and
train workers, for a variety of jobs. This ,conv ntion enhances the'
attachment And interest of workers in,the Stork process and
organization relative to performing a- ronfine nd repetitive task,
and it also imprbves their ability to work 1,ith colleagues in a
flexible manner. Likewise, it 'gives them an oppOrtunity for
continuous skill development and reduces; the iirahlem hf, absenteeism
of any particular 'worker on any particular day, sinde several
yorkeis can perform any particular tailic (Levin 1980b),

,

In 'fact,' cooperatives offer the potential to fully utilize all workers'
skil.-1s, capacities, and talents--to.achieve' what Maslow (1970 calls.
self-actualization. I-a -.... ,

But cooperitives are difficulk. jto start. They require capital, and
most capital Ls controlled by capitalists. Y ( some change is possible.
In the, United States workers have boughtan taken control of firms
that their capitalist owners ha)e deemed unpro itable (Stern, Wood, and

Haiimer 1979, Chapter. 2). Such instances are rare, however*. To more

fully promote,economic democracy in exiStinecapi zeilIitcountries-
requires more fundamental reforms in the public.as well as the private
sectors (Carnoy and,Shearer 1980). And it requires struggle. Reforms

have taken place, more in some countries" (e.g. ,1Sweden) _than in others.

Whether true economic democracy cati ever be adhieved in a capitalist
economy, even within\zi political demotracy, remains to'be seen.

Other responses to, this situation yodld focus on.educationsl
practices, which would affect the, supply of eaccation in the lahor

market. Public subsidies for higher education could be cut. Some

critics argue that public subsidies in higher education are unnecessary
,

because private incentives to invest, in additional schooling will ensyre
an /ITO l supply, of trained labor (Friedman 1960. But. many" people feel

7 1111-that public inveitnient in -pooktsecondary education yields social as weIl
as individual benefits that far exceed social costs (Bowen .198P). More

important, many groups view education as the path to social mobility- and

strOngly favor its continued support., 'Even the cutbacks in federal
support of higher ;education proposed by the'cUrrent government in the

.18
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United States face stiff opposi ion. Mass support for public subsidies
of education is likely to contin e.

The governient could a ter the content and lorm of education it
subsidizes. In the United tttes the pressure for more postsecondary
Schooling opportunities h $ led to a vast community college system.
Critiques charge that tills "se,c..ondary" system of higher education
satis--fies the demand for 1knrepostsecondary schooling without
jeapordizing the role of traditional four-year colleges in preparing
individuals .for the highe t-level jobs in the ecinomy (Karabel 1972).
Stratified systems of hi ber education that perform similar functions
exis-t in other capitalis countries as well (Millot 1981). PromOting

voc a t iona 1. and career edu/aticn may also ,act. to curtail the demand for
higher levels of educatj.on and reduce individual-expectations for
high-level jobs (Grubb, and Lazerson 1975)..

Responses to the current disparity between education and work coUld
help curtail this condition and reduce the problems aesociated with it.
Butt it is unlikely that /this sittiation will change markedly in the near
future. In fact, the ,condition will likely worsen as younger,.better,
eaudated workers continu to replace older, less educated workers in the
labor market.

.Toward a Research Agenda

Much of '?the 'preceeding discussion has been speculative. While

theoretical explanations of this phenomenon exist, they.are often
inadequate. Though empirical evidence to verify the existence of this

1

phenomenon and to support Amrious theoretical explapations can be found,..
it. is not compelling. Arld while possible responses to this situation
can be illustrwie.d with examples, there are too few examples to be
.conclusive. Further research is needed in all these areas.. It should..
address a number of issues.

_ 9
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Education *and,Productivity

To determine .whether collegirgraduates are Underutilized 'in the

labor market and, more important, whether this situation has deleterious

cbnsequences for productivity, requires "a thorough understanding of ,the

relaticinship between education and Oroductivit'y generally. Current

theoretical explanatibns are lacking. ,

Education enhances próductivity in the neoclassical persiiective..

According to this view, employers effectively utilize the skills and

abilities--human capital--of their workers in order to enhance

productivity and maximize profits. Human capital enhances productivity

by .enabling workers to make more effective allocative decisions, to

complement the use of other inputs (capital), and to more readily adapt

to technological change.

Ocher tNotetical views question the notion that education always

enhances workers' productivity. Thurow distinguishes between the skills

possessed by workers and the *kill requirements of their jobs, implying

that the former might exceed the latter in certain job sievations.

Theories of labor market segmentation sugges t that education and

training may enhance productivity and lead to.higher earnings in some

segments, bdt not others. And Braverman argues that the process of

deakilling- takes place despite the availability of more skilled-labor

pbwer. All these views suggest that employers will not always utilize

the skills and abilities of their workers effectivelya direct

challenge to one of the basic tenets of human- capital theory.

Yet ittle evidence exists thst directly supports these claims.

Most.empirical work ha's focused on the observed positive relation

between education and earnings. The linkakes between educatiand

productivity' on the, one hand, and -between productivity and earnings on

the other hand are either assumed or tested indirectly. Few studies

-have ever tested direc-tly the neotlassical view tying increased

education to increased productivity, except in the case of agricultural
, .

pro- uuction. And few studies have attempted to test diredtly the notion

that workers" wages are, directly proportional to their productivity

withi.n the, firm. 'The rich industrial ppycholo'gy literature, which

,
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explores the. itnkages between indiVidual productivity-and. a host -of
other work,place attitudes and behavior, has yet to be integrated into a
more complete view of education and productivity.

Education, Unemployment; -and Technological Change

Not only has increased education been viewed as a way of enhancing/
labor productivity in advanced industrialt,countries,. it has also'been
viewed as a means for redticini Unemployment. Yet ju'it as the first-
assumption appears to be-simplistic and unsupported, so does the second.
The educational attainment's of work forces in' most countries have
continned to increase in recent times, yeit unemployment in.mostcases
has increased, -riot decreased.-' The educational attainments of the
unemployed in. the United States have achieved patitY with the einployed
population during the last decade, suggesting that the unemployed are
not simply lacking in educational skills.

, The stud): of education' and unemployment complemerits the:study, of
education and productivity. Both concern the utilization of education
id the, productive process. The former addresses the quality,of )./abor
employed, the latter addresses the quantity' nf laboz.employed.

e' /understand the problein of unemployment, one plat explore therrole of
physical capital and tethnologicd1 change. Physical capital cnntributes
to prthirtivity and generates piofits. . It can 'replace the .need for .;
human capital and, it can4generate the need for specific types of human
capital. How are decisions made as to what proportions of labor and

/
capital to employ in prOduction?: Are they ,simply made on the basis:of.

av ilable prices and marginal pioductivities, as neoclassicar economists..
argue? And given available prices aqd technology,does the existence of
widespread unemployment in many capitalist countries simply result from
insufficient capital investment?

-

The role of technology i.s pArticulanly troublesome. Many people

believe that technology simply deyelops under its'own natn al. course. as
society advances. Others believe that it develops and is employed in
.particular ways in capitalist economies.. Tre-Newer Capital investment

/.
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per worker found in socialist economies ana cooperative enterprises
suggest that there is conSiderable latiftule in the amount and type of
capital investment required to achieve full employment.

The Utilization of Education in the Workplace
A variety of experiments at least sug'gest that eaucation can ,be

more effectively utilized in the workplace. But' many of thes.
,experiments have been degigned for otffer purposes and thus fail to
provide direct proof. Man,y have been carried out in conventional
capitalist firms under the guise of industrial democracy. And they are

most often initiated by employers and their manners, not by.workers.
.

What are the limits of these changes and how likely is it that they will
. .

ever be,widely adopted in capitalist enterprises? What roles can
,

workers and unions play in initiating these changes?
Many skeptics argue that substantive reforms in existing capitalist

firms are impossible to achieve. The aite'rnative,,short of fu11scale..

social revolution, is to.prOmote the development of worker cooperatives
,

or employee ownership of existing firms). In theee firms wcrrkers'control

the means of production and reap 'the profits frOm their labor. Whether

workers try to take Control of an existing firm or-start a new, one, they

require capit-al. They also 'face a humber of legal difficulties. But

optimistic proponents believe a social transformation from an economy'.
, -

dominated by capitalists ,to one dominated by cooperative enterprises:Jo

possible. It will require the widespread ftupport awl participation of

individuals. It will require political reforms.. And it will require*

solntions to these problems. :
This research agenda is hy no means complete. I,t merely suggests

the rabge of theoretical, empirical, and 'experimental research that may

improve our understanding of edUcation and work. The challenge facing

many, countries today is to fully employ- the Unused talents of its'
citizens, the underemplOyed and the unemployed alike. The challenge
facing the research community is to determine hol; that can be 4,

. ,

accotplished.

22
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